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In the biennium 1926-1928 the three hundredth anniversary of the
founding of modern physiok)gy was celebrated. A tércentenary is
an exceedingly srimll fraction of the time since man discovered the
use of fire, invented clothes and hous'es, and began to huddle together
under conditions which have rendered knowledge of hygiene impera-
tive to his welfare. It is but a half century since he fully recog-
nized his ubiquitous enemies, bacteria. However, the foundations of
physiology and hygiene having been laid, man's brain has been in-
creasingly busy along these lines and even a biennium brings forth
knowledge, or applications of knowledge, in school health work that
is worth recording.

MEDICAL AND DENTAL WORK

As most significant in the field of medical and dental inspection,
or " health examinations," we would place the pa%age of a law in
New York State, which reads as follows:

Physicians to be qualified for certification as school medical supervisors
shall possess the following qualifications:

1. Gtaduation from a medical school regMered by the State education de-.
partment and licensed to practice medicine in New York State.

2. One year of acceptable intvrneship. Five years of successful practice in
medicine may be accepted in lieu of one year of intemeship.

3. Six semester hours of postgraduate work in a school or shools of medicine
In such subjects and in sueh Institutions as may be approved by the State
commiksiinsier offeducation. The following subjects indicate the type of instruc-
tion dint should be Included' in such ivstgraduate courses: (a) Medical exam-
ination of school children; ( b) psychitutic problems of school age; (o) prob-
lems of growth and @nutrition ; (d) preventable defects of eyes, ears, teeth,
posture; (e) school sanitation ; and (f) communicable disease contra.

4. Six semester hours of postgraduate work in a school or schools of educa-
tion in such Subject$ and in such in;gtitutions as may be approved by the State
commissioner of education. The following subjects indicate the type of in-
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1 9 2 6-1 9 2 8

struction that should be included in such postgraduate courses: (a) Principles
of' health education, and (b) organization and administration of health educa-
tion in public schooll.

The State commissioner of education may grant a temporary certificate to
physicians who present satisfactory evidence of successful experience for three
or more years in medical inspection and health service.

The temporary ticense'shall be valid for only one year, but may be renewed
twice upon presentation of evidence of postgraduate work as suggested in
paragraphs 3 and 4 above.

Where undergTaciate medical instruction and training have included special
preparation in the field of health service equal to the qualifications set up for
postgradnate work, such undergraduate preparation may be accepted for the
certification of medical supervisors.

The medical supervisor or inspector has hitherto rarely had anv
special training for his viork. Part-time employment has been taken
up, as a rule, to "help along" financially, while full-time workers
have usually been so poorly paid that, men with special training or
superior capacity for this work have not been common.

Sin`ce the State of New York pays a bonus,to the local community
employing a medical inspector it became evident to the State authori-
ties that they would only get their money's worthi by making,sure
that this employee had at least a minimum of special preparation.
With this required training the schools of New York will .have a

better medical service than formerly, even with the same .type of
men who have been employed. There is a tendency throughout the
country toward the payment of higher salaries for directors of school
health work, which promises a better personnel for this line of work.

\Milt has been said with regard to the lack of training of school
medical inspectors applies about as well to school nurses. Yew Yopk
State officials have not overlooked this fact, and they require. besides
the usual professional training, the" completion of "at least six
4mester hours in approved professional courses in health education."
A nurse so trained and certified is now distinguished as a " nurse-
teatr." It i to be hoped that in time not only the term "school
nurse" but also "nurse-teacher " will be supplanted by a title whiCh

does not savor of the sick room.
The percentage of corrected defects by which (other things con-

sidered) the effectiveness of medical inspection is to be measured
seems to be increasing and has reached as high as 85 per cent in

some cities. It is impossible to make comparisons in this resport,
however, owing to the elasticity of the word " defect" and also of

the term "corrected." Strictly speaking, most defects can not be ,

"corrected" at all, as for example, bad vision or defective hearing
or a leaking heart, but they may be compensated for or possibly
improved by treatment. Since few defects can be "corrected" or
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SCHOOL HEALTH WORK 3

cured reports in which these terms are used, when " treated " or
compensated" are meant, are misleading.
In the publications of this bureau emphasis has been placed on

the importance pf the presence of parents at the physical examina-
tions of their children, since much needed information can be secured
from them directly and they in turn can be not only told but shown
the physical 'needs of the child without the expensive visitations of
the schoql nurse so often required to bring about action in regard
to defects. Eitherto, it has been necessary to point to the examples
of E6glish and Canadian schools but at present it can be stated that
a high percentage of parents were present at examinatiohs in Boston
during the paA year, and in Kalamazoo they were present at 100 per
cent of the examinations. Perhaps otter cities have gone as far in
this direction. Within the year one inspector has complained that
the " presrce of parents slows up the work of elimination." Per-
haps it does, and it should, where it is run on the speeding-up, piece-
work plan too frequently in *vogue. Overmuch time should not be
spent on examinations and an experienced exami,ner can find out a
great deal of importance in a few minutes, but many cases require
much time if nice decisions are to be made, a4d these should be made.
The cost and the risk are too great to reconNaend -.without due con-
sideration such procedures as the iemoval of tonsils, and the wearing
of glasses is not. an unmixed blessing even when these are rightly
fitted. Although the physician chosen by the parents is the Emil
source of decision as to the need for treatment, he may agfee only
from courtesy with the school physician or he may disagree, both
of which decisions are bad for the medical inspector and, in tlie first
instance, may be bad for the child. Some years ago systems were
devised by which a, hundred or more childrp could be " run through "
the inspection mill in an hour, but it is worthy note that. an aver-
age of 20 minutes per child is allowed for this by the city previously
mentioned, Kalamazoo. For first examinations this is certainly
none too much, and if the health of the school child is as important
as it is often said to be, at least 20 out of 50,000 minute.s devoted
to his schooling each year may well be given over to the appraisal
of his physical machinery.

An event of much importance for the future of medical inspection
was the organization in 1927 of the American Association of School
Physicians, which held its fir.st meeting in 1928. the proceedings
will be published 133 the society.

The training of teacheis.in the examination of children for physi-
cal defects proceeds apace both, in training schools and locally in
connection with the development of health work, especially in the
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

absence of schoolsphysicians or nurses. In Virginia, where examina-
tions of children in rural schools are made almost wholly by the
regulAr teachers, 95 per cent of the children were examined in the
school year 1927-28; 73 per cent were found with defects of vision,
hearing, riose, throat, teeth, or nutrition, and 14.5 per cent had
such defects attended to and were enrolled as " five pointers." In
one county 100 'pet cent were examined and 58.8 per cent of those
found defective were reported as haying all their defects " corrected."
In the State as a whole the number' of "five pointers" was double
that, for the preceding year.

STUDIES REGARDING PHYSICAL DEFECTS

For the medical inspector the question as to whether the tonsils of
a. child are or are not a menace has always been a troublesome one,
and a decision in the matter is of the utmost importance, for, if
possible, no child should be exposed to the risk nor hi,s parents to the
expense of a tonsillectomy. Unfortunately the medical inspedor

. himself has added very little to his own knowledge, ilor is he likely
to until his records on the subject consist. of something more than a
cross after the word " tonsils" to indicate that they were apparently
"too large" or " diseased " and a similar sign to indicate that they
were " corrected." However, one excellent. study from schoch medical
inspection records (so far as those records go) has been made by
Kaiser of Rochester by a comparison, after a lapse gof years, -of the
condition of cb.hildren who had had their tonsils removed with the
condition of those for whom removal was advised but this advice was
not followed. Kaiser published his first observations after three to
five Years had elapsed following operations. In 1927 (Journal of
American Medical Association, DecemUer 31, p. 2238), he published
the results' of comparisons after an interval of five to eight years.
These studies seem to indicate that there is a considerable reduction
in frequency of head colds and sore throat, but the effect on other
conditions assumed as related to the tonsils, such as rheumatism,
chorea, carditis, are very disappointing. In these cases there was
no separation of children with adeiloids from those with supposedly
dangerous tonsils, and the method Qf removal is not considered, which
leaves much for the future investigator.

Another excellent contribution on this subject in the biennium,
from material collected partly in schools, is that of Collins and

and Statistical Study of Tonsillr is," Public Health Bulletin; 'No:

Sydenstricker, of the Public Heat; Epidemiologicalh Service. ("An

175, July, 1927) . The findings of this study 'are fairry in accord with
that of Kaiser. .4 .
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SCHOOL- HEALTH WORK

The Public Health Service has also contributed a " Special Study
of the Vision of School Children," by Kempf, Jarman, and Collins
(Public Health Reports, Vol. 43, No. 27, July 6, 1928). By the use
of a cycloplegic it was found tilt a large percentage of children who
had 20/20 vision by the usual test were very defective. The authors
reinforce the statement made in publications of this bureau that the
Snellen test should not. be used exclusively in the examination of
the eyes, by recommending ,that " any child with symptoms of eye-

.
strain should be sent to an eye- physician for careful examination
even if t he naked eye reads 20,./20 on the Snelien chart." This chart
is of most importance in detecting myopia whicil these investigators
found in 2 per cent of children 'at 6 to 7 years and it increases to
9 per cint at 12 years. It is highly important that such cases be
discovered and tteated.

An interesting contribution has been made in this biennium to our
knowledge of " The Physical Status of the Urban Negro Child," by
Dr. E. Blanche Sterling, of the Public Health Service (Public Health
Reports, Vol. 43, No. 43, Oct. 19, 1928) . She reports 31 per cent
entirely _free from dental caries and in almost 33 per cent of those
defective in this pauticular the amount of caries was very small.

About one-third of these negro children had tónsils which were
considerably enlarged or diseased or both." A relationship between

decayed teeth and abnormal tonsils has been said to exist, brought
about either through the influence ofithe bacteria flourishing in the
former or from some mutual causul relationship but these statistics
for colored children would seem to dispose of such a theory, for de-.
fective teeth are much more coAlmon among white children and the
proportion reported a's hay* defective tonsils is not usually so high
among white children as among .negroes.

Certainly in no biennium has so much constructive research along
lines of physical defects been reported.

e
BETTER TEETH

Great progress has been made in the study of the causes and pre-
vention of our most common disease, dental caries. The results of
work along this line were presented in 1927 in the publication of the
Bureau of Education entitled " Better- Teeth." Since the time of
that publication reports of a number of studies have been published,
all indicating that faulty nutrition; prenatal and postnatal, are the
chief cause and that the right feeding of the child even at schoOl
age is still a facto'r in tooth presewation. The lack of fruits, vege-
tables, and milk in the diet seemf to be the most important factors
in decay, although other thinviThesides food may enter into the
nutritional problem. The methods of prevention of decay worked
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out in the Forsyth Dental Infirmary have been applied with excel-
lent results elzzewheré both in this country and abroad, and studies
are in progress' further to improve the technique for these procedures.

There is still an enormous waste of time and money in the remcval,
or ninth-hour repair of stomatic wreckage, but we may look forward
to the application of the knowledge we possess in the detection of
decay in its inception, or better, its anticipation by the repair of
faults of structure in which decay usually begins. At least th) per
cent of the children can be sént from school with gpod teeth.

HEALTH EDUCATION

The development of health teaching has pfoceeded in the direction
of the search for firmer foundations on w1ii(;11 to build. This is evi-
dent in the use of the word " tentative in the title of many 'recently
constructed " outlines " -Tor " courses of study."

There have been analyses of subject matter (as that by Miss
Strang) and some inconsistencies of teaching revealed. The invoca-
tion of fairies and clowns seeins to be a thing of the past and con-
ventional health plays are mentioned by some as of doubtful vhlue.
It has become more and more evident that aside from the few habits,
the results of which can be checked by the "teacher from observation,
there is need of the closest coo"tion of the home in order to secure
health practices.

The msentatión lof health infprmaion in connection with his-
. tory, mathematics, etc., has received much attention, but such correla-

tion presupposes a high degree of preparation, on the part of the
teacher and is easier saidithan done.

The high school remains the weakest link in the health education
chain, the tkaching usually being done inadequntely and to a. com-
paratively small proportiori of the pupils. If our collegeg were to
require for entrance az; much knoWledge of the structure and bebavio-r
of the physical machinery, with which the student lives and works,
as they do of Latin or matiornatics there would be a vas't change in
our high-scbool teaching both in content and kind as regards physi-
ology and hygiene.

NUTRITION
-41

Nutrition work is becoming morq a general feature of school
hea4h work with insistence on the, practice of habits leaqing to bet-
ter nutrition by all4 and at home rather than in school. Children
are now provided with better lunches than 'formerly whether these
are brought from home or supplied at school.= The school lunch in
many rural schools has been improved, both as to content and feed-,

s
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ing practices, through such simple directions a.); have been pub-
lished by this bureau. In Virginia the supervisor of physical an4I
hea!th education has brouglit about a markild improveinent through
the very simple plan of the supervised lunch. The children bring
Whatever is furnished by the parents, but, are &-required to chat to-
goiter in the presence of tho teacher, with sufficient time devoted
to the meal. ny noting what other children 1;ring and how their
food is prepared ((Old by the comments of theleacher there has been

improvement in the cont(nt of lunch boxes, white the leisure
hich the food is consumed tint]. other elements of hygiene have

brolprht. about a perceptible betterment in,inttrition.
Open-air schools have not been reviewed for a decade and this

4iiihject, has recentiy been taken up by this bureau. This study has
not been completed but the most, striking features of the informa.
tion received is t'w variety of minimum temperatures allowe(1 in
different, schools. Some still follow the early custoin of adapting
the child to the weather out-of-doors, but ili other 4bhools minima
of 10' 50°, 60o, and even 6:)° are maintained. It is also interesting
to note that very few oiwn-air schgols claim, as fot\nerly. better
attendance than in other schools. 'This can be accounted for in part
by the fact that the regular school buildings in these cities are 'not
now superheated.

NTI Illorom ETHY

Anthropometry, which read ir_1(1 its height. both in' interest and
in multiplicity of measuyements about 40 years ago, luis steadily
declined until there has been little left, of it other than weighing
and me:mtritli tile height: It was abandoned by the physical edu-
cator and adopted by the nutritionikst. Only those who worked
in college gymnasia in the earlier epoch can appreciate the interest,
in his physique arouseU in art student of that time by the taking
and compirison of many measurements. It is true tlkat most., of those
measurements were taken experimentally and were found to be of
little Or no intrinsic value, but we have gone too far in discarding
so many of then). A. revival of interest in this Albject seems likely
to be inaugurated by the studies of Raymond Franzen, of the .kmeri-
can Child Health AssoOation. From his investigations he.finds that
the breadih of hips'is of more importance with relation to Nveight
than is the stanOing height ; while by a combination of measurements,
of height, breadth oi hips and depth and breadth of chest he can
determine with great accuracy the correlative body \\Tight. We .may look forward .o interesting developments .y1"the practical
application of this study.
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PIII'sICAL EDITATIoN

The increase to 35 in the nut.Ider of States having laws requiring the
teaching of physical education and to 1 7 in the number of $tate direc-
tors fd physical educati(m. and health has, of course, meant an exten-
sion of physical aoivities in schools. In some States the appointment
of One or niore assistants to the State director has made local stimula-
tion and direction more possible. In Vir(rinia where a division
made into 10 supervisory districts, each With a director. tlwse assist-
ant,s not Only vi.ifed in one year 4,600 schools, lut introduced physical
activities for the first %t ime into 1.400 4if them.

There has been a, steady 'increase in the number and size of schml
playgrounds and some attent ion lias been turned towtwl making them
usable for as many days of 11(1 year 11 Possible. The )roision of
after-school supervision of Play for :ill rather than exclusively
for those on competitive athletic teams, has been made in sona- (oln-
!nullities and the need for this is more and more appreciated. Here
the school merges witt Other agencies of civic Nvel fare.

The conduct .of interscholastic games is faced rather -than ignored
bV school authorities and it may bu expected that lpfore long athletics
will be managed by the school instead of the school being c(nArolled
bv the athletic interests inside and outside its walls,

Bv a recent revision Of the phystal educationk law of Alichigati
"the superintendent of public instruction shall have superviion and

may exercise control over the interscholastic athletic activities of all
schools of the St:iie." In ...Maryland these activities hnve long been,
tinder:the control of the State department, while in seven other
States having State directors of physical education. theq.ie officials

are connected with the State interscholastie aiittic associations and
help to shape their policies.

In New York State ant effort initiated- by De. Frederick Rand
Rogers fins been mad.e. to redder coaches and other adults less con-r- , e
spicuous in the management of' games and to retulp them to the
hands of the players where they properly beloni S7M reforms are

already spreading to other States.
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Tea.ching'is

making a .-;tudy of athletics in colleges and has issued a publication
dealing with athletics in schools abroad. Dr. Louis I. Dublili has
been conducting an investigation into the longevity of college ath-
letes. From his preliminary report men of such superior motor vigor

do not seem to last longer than the average of the general public.
The biennium has brought forth a number of studies both ip high

schools and collegps of the showing of students participating in

athletics as regards intelligence and scholarship. The results of some

of ese btudies have been'negative'and some positive. On the whole,
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SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

there seems little relationship one way or the other unless it be that
tbor ho prefer football tend to ra- 1{ lower in scholarship than
those,participating in other sports. .

In the biennium a committee of the department of supetintendencd
on health and physical education in junior and senior high schools
made its report 011 programs for tlic7se schools and this was ublished

cal Education Association.
bv the National Educatioil Association and by thrAmerican 1hy3i-

'The use of leisure in our twentieth century- tvtlrid bec9mes a con-
cell, for the educator not only during the period of school life but in
preparation for after-school days. The monotony of the daily t41/4sk
of the average adult makes it the more ,imperative that the lepAiWn-
ing hours outside the ()Tye and factory be happily employed. If
suitable opportunity and supervision are furnished, physical act:vi-
tie will. by choice., occupy die leisure of a large percentakeld pupils
of school age, and they are thus better prepared for such use of
1e0,re in later life. The school physical education program there-
fort. finks itself vith the general 1:ecreational system of a community.
Whether it inth ences beneficially tho use of leisure out of school
hours becomes a test of its valtie. As Carl Schrader puts it, " Unless
Wil can ipterest and hold the chilken during their leisure hours our
usefulness in the field of educationinay well be questi.oned."

To anticipate the limitatious of life in man's later years Sir
Farquhar Buzzard,`Regius Professor of 11,1edicine of Oxford, sug-

that n multiplication of interests In early life, the opening up of numerous
associatiOn paths in the nervous system, is a measure to be encouraged and one
which may well be ellculated to check the advances of senility. 0

FaAions are notoriously fickle, but every few years there arises a vogue for
physical culture fouadell partly on aesthetic grounds, but largely IM the fallacy
that our good. health has some relptigm to the siie of our muscles and that
TiOlynt muscular exertion is a valuable aniidote to.the f)olsonous properties
of mental eitort. 71 do not hesitate to say that I have seen a number of cases

exhanstillin neu*rosis resulting from this popular Oneeption of hygiene, and
there is little doubt that confusion reigns in the lay mind in regard to the
relative merits of physical culture, the object Of \Weil is to der:blop muscles,
and of games Or skill, the chief advantaget: of which lie in the fact that they
supply mental recreation.. From the gerontologists' point of view, therefore,
athletic games are to be encouraged in that they add to the list of 9erebra1
activities, to the sum of varied interests. Even when advancing ¡ea& prohibit
personal participation, the rOle of an. undtbrstanding spectator is not to be
despised.

4

SANITATION

The problem of ventilation is far fronrsolved either in theóry or
Kactice. In the past two years ti2-41Vew York Committee on Ventila-
M has resumed its studies" The experiments carried on in the
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10 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

schools of Syracuse anti in Cattaraugus County. N. Y., would seem
to prove that there is considerably more respiratory illness among
children attending newer schools with ystenìs of forced ventilation
than in the older buildings with change of air by gravity.

There has been steady improvement in the provision òf sanitary
toilets, especially in the Southern States where much of this charm
has been made mandatory by law. The consolidation of schools, with

. the provision of water-carriage disposal of sewage. has helped towat%1
better conditions along this line.

A survey was made by the school health department of the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Co. in 404 schools. housing- '243.795 pupils. in

22 States. In 53 per cent of the buildings hot water was furnished
for hand-washing. in 80 per cent soap. and in 84 per cent towels.
Only about 20 per cent furnished hot water. soap. and towels con-
veniently located and at least one lavatory for every 40 pupils

There has been much talk of Prophylactic and curative effects of
ultra-viokt light. and some schools have become interested and special
glass has been installed in at least a few buildings of the open-air
type. Investigations bearing on the subject have not been encourag-
ing to the use of special glass, since the amount of ultra-violet light
transmitted (at least in the latitude of the northern half of the
United States). does not warrant the expense. fow minutes in the
open air prove more valuahle than many hours under special glass.

ClArfIllNre

Since ventilation is looked upon now as chiefly concerned With the
regulation of conditions affecting the elimination of heat from the
body, the character of the clothing bccomes closely related to it.

Some of the recent studies of the Ntw York Commis-;ion seem to
give evidence of the relation of rapid air exchanw to the more fre-
quent chilling of the bodie of those Aildren who have been exposed
to wet weathee. At, any rate, wet clothing and, espe( ially, wet shoes
and stockings have long been known to be prejudicial to health. In
the schools of some other countries dry stockings are furnished to
children. In a few American schools thetsimilar practice of having
&Wren keep an extra pair of stockings in their desks for emergency
has recently been adopted. Such a simple, expedient will no doubt
prevent colds, sore throats, and even more formidable illnesses which
have an important effect on school attendance.

RURAL SCII(X)I.

The promotion of health work in rural schools has probably made
more progre,ss in the past two years than in any previous biennium.
Legislation in a few States for sanitary improveinènts has been put

.
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in practice either through departments of health or of education°. In
Vir!rinia by the division of the State into 10 districts each under the
supervision of a director .of health and physical eiducation. the water
supply was investigated and made safe in more than 100 schools, and
toilets were supplied or made sanitary in 800 schools; all of which
was accomplished in a single year. Through better teacher-training
more' regard,is had for the physical condition of school children And
to their instructiort in hygiene. As mentioned elsewhere the school
lunch has been iMproved both as to food and to habits of feeding.

While the teacher working in a rural school on her own initiative
can do much, it is by the special machinery possible only in a county
or district organization that. best work can be accomplished. In 1924
the operation of " school hygiene districts," under full-time health
directors. was authorized by law in New York, and such a district
was established in Cattaraugus County. In 1928 a second district
was organized in Ontario County which will be watched with interest.
The organization of county demtments of health, which goes on
apace throughout. the country. has furnished in many of these coun-
ties the means for medical inspection and sanitary supervision of

coliNrural schools.
Many superintendents and teachers in rural schools are interested

in the health of their pupils, but do not know how to go about, its
promotion. As a help to these persons this bureau issued in 1928 a
le.aflet. entitled Ten Steps in the Promotion of Health in Rural
Schools" The interest in the subject was shown by the orders for
thousands óf copies 3vhich have been received. In Michigan an ex-
celleq outline for a "'Suggested Health Education Program in
Smaller Schools " has been prepared by the. State supervisor of
physical education. This outline has been presented at teachers'
meetings throughout. the State.

SUMMER CAMPS

While there ¡settle to relate regarding the development of simmer
camps in connection with public schools, a number of colleges and
universities have recently made use of the camp to bring their pupils
in touch with materials studied in courses dealing with nature, such
as botimy, zoology, geology, and engineering; 'and at the same time
furnish recreational facilities. The summer camp has become, of
course, an integral part of the training of those who are preparing
for the profession of physical education.

In at least one college camp " classes in art, mathematics, sociology,
hikory, and Englisb are carried on, in aadition to a full physical
education program."

14-
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12 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

RESULTS OF SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

It is but-natural, especially in an age of measuring and standardiz-
ing, that a demonstration of the actual results of school health work
should be asked for. In fact such work would be prosecuted with
lar more vigor if figures were available to show physical and mental
improvement. Such statistics as might appeal strongly to the very

practical " man are not likely to be forthcoming, for health is not

a static condition, and school progress depends on many factors, the
most fundamental of which, an adequate cerebral machinery, being
fairly fixed by heredity.

Comparisons of the mentality and physique of school childre
have shown a definite though not marked relationship, and as a
rule children who rank high in intelligence and scholastic tests are
comparatively free from serious physical defects. It. does not follow,

however, that, by the treatment of" defects or improvement of hygiene,

distinctly meastirable results will always occur as regards school
progress. In exceptional. cases spectacular change does result, but
not a large proportion of retardation can be so reduced. The mind
of the taxpayer has been centered too much on thé child who, because

of serious mental or physical handicaps, fails to keep pace with the
scholastic procession. He forgets that many of the ninety and nine
who " pass " would do ,better work with improved physical equipment.

There can be no doubt that fof every defect adequately treated- or
removed and every item of personal or school hygiene improved, the

physical and mental machinery of the child react.& more effectively

ev'en though not measurably and, other things being equal, his

welfare in future is more assured.
While health is not a measurable thing, certain signs of health (as

absence of defects, progress in growth, and freedom from disease)
can be appraised and deserve to be compared with the school practices

which are intended to bring them about. The percentage of defects

of school children treated adequately is a measure of the effectivenes
of the school medical and dental program. For health teaching, per-
haps the most careful appraisement of results has been made in the
Malden, Mass., schools by Prof. C. E. furner. In 1925 he presented

daia showing improvement in several health practices. In 1928 be
presented evidence. from a study of height and weight of children ex-

posed to an intensive health education program as compared with

like measurenwnts of a control group. The " rate of gain in. bott

height and weight for the children receiving health education was
measurably and significantly greater than for the childrén of the

control group." There was not, however, any fundamental changi

in the height-weight ratio.
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The American Child Health Association has been ,making a
thoroughgoing survey in a number of cities of health education
methods and results, and. the reports of their studies are looked for-
ward to with interest.

It may be asked whether there is not some evidence from mor-
tality records as to the general results of work for the health of the
school child in and out of school. The death rates for children from

to 14 years of age (and also from 15 to 19 years) have declined
somewhat in the past 10 years, but the decline has not been so great
as in many other countries, partly because our death rates were
already relatively low. Six other countriesAustralia, Denmark,
France, New Zealand, Germany, and Switzerlandhad, in the period
1921-1925. lower death rates at these ages, so there is room for much
further improvement in the United States. The health of the child
is conditioned by many things over which the school has but a remote
influence. In the high school and college, h.wever, we might do
more to further appreciation and support of general public health
work by our future citizens.

NURSE TRAINING

Ten 3-ears ago a school nurse was any nurse., Nyith or without the
usual hospital training, who might secure a position in this special
field. As her work was chiefly that of exterminating verminous and
other skin diseases, giving first aid, and making occasional home
visitations, her preparation was usually ample. Comparatively few
school nurses to-day have more than the usual training of a bedside
nurse, but as many of them riow Assume responsibility for the pro-
motion of the entire school health progra-m, it is evident that they
need special trAining.

The education committee of the National Organization for Public
Health Nursing published in December, 1928, the optline of a course
for school mirses which covers four summer terms with winter exten-
sion work. It was prepared by Beatrice Short, assistant director of
the organization, and Anna L. Stanl?y, chairman of the school nurses'
section. The program is us follows:

ping t SUM mer

1. Principles a public health nursing: Present objectives, scope of work. organi-
zation and methods in school nursing. Two points.

2. Family social work : The effects of sodal disabilities on the family; case
method of handling problems; discussion of living standards. Two points.

8. Child health : Standards for normal health and development including habit
formation. Discussion of communicable disease& health haunts and nutri-
tion problems, or educational pgycholbgy. Two points.

5
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Suggestions for additional courses for summer or extvision work in winter.
Praelice work in school nursing under educative supervision. Two points.
English composition. ,Two points. Public speaking. Two paints.

Seoond Summer

1. Methods of health education in the elementary schools. Adaptation of sub-
ject matter and methods to health education. Consideration of various
devices used in health teaching. Two points.

2. Educational psychology: Elementary psychology with special emphasis 41n

professional situations. Two pointA.
3. Nutrition in health education: Includes essentials of adequate diet and food

needs for different ages. The nutritive value of food materials with re-
gard to application of such knowledge to health education. or mental
hygiene. Two points.

Suggestions for additional courses for summer or for winter work.
Practice in family social work. Four points.

(This would require a full month's work un(ler educatii'e supervision.)
History of education: Introduction to educational problems in a demo-

cratic state with special reference to our own national situation. Thi
increased responsibility of the State for education. Two points.

Th ird Summer

1. Mental hygiene. Development of personality; deviations in personality and
behaVior disorders of childhood with reference to prevention and ad-
justment. Two points.

2. Child psychology. Two points.
3. Educational sociology: Social and human origins as backgrounds for con-

sideration of problems of modern society and the sociological method of
approach to them. Two points.

Suggestions for additional courses for sumnwr or winter extension work.
Practice work on staff of visiting nurse association under educative super-

vision (2 months). Four points.
rractice work in health education under educative supervision. Two points.
Physical education: Folk dances: stunts, team game.:4. Two points.
Additional course in English. Two points.

Fourth ?wrier

1. Public health nursing: This course should give a broad understanding of
the many phases of public health nursing, their relation to each other
and to educational and social improvement. The organization of public
health nursing under official and nonofficial agencies. The advantages,
plan of organization and work in a completely generalized or partially
generalized service. Two points.

2. Personal hygiene or biology. two points.
3. Organization and Nupérvision of health education: Principles governing

health education in relation to the rest of the educational program. Cri-
teria for selecting materials and activities. Departmental prrelation,
or teaching of home nursing and child care classes. Two points.

Suggestions for additional courses for summer or for winter extension work.
Public health administration and preventable disease. Two poi ts.ti

.
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TEACHER TRAINING

There has been steady progress in the improvement in the training
of regular teachers for health and physical education work in
schools. The physical fitness of the applicant for training is more
seriously considered and better medical and sanitary supervision is
offered by many schools.

The opportunities for preparation for special work iñ this field
have increased. Whereas a half century ago one might need to travel
half across the continent to secure such training, there are now,
besides the 14 special schools, 50 public colleges and universities, as
many private institutions of this nature, and 40 teachers' colleges
and normal schools offering major courses leading to a degree.

Most of the special schools have reached a 3-year basis.\and some
of them now have 4-year courses.

The Harvard University School of Public Health has been added to
the institutions of this kind giving special courses for school health
workers.

PARENT-TEACHERS
fir

Parent-teacher organizations have been busy in furthering the
health work of the schools. The most spectaeular of their endeavors
has been the promotion of physical examinations of children just
before their entrance to schoolthe " Summer Round-up." In 1925,
102 local associations in 22 States responded to this movement, while
in 1927, 2,120 communities in 44 States were active.

THE HEALTH OF THE 'TEACHER

Considerable interest has been displayed of late in the health of the
teacher. Since the bureau's publication on this subject, which was
issued in 1926, a committee of the School Health Bureau of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. ,has added some information as
regards city schools. Forty-eight superintendents answered its ques-
tionnaire and 62 per cent of these reported some kind ()if health
supervision for teachers. " Included in the methods of subervision
were. health examinations for certification and employment of
teacher-applicants, periodic health examinations for certification and
employment of teacher-applicants, periodic health examinations and
some care for sick teachers."

A questionnaire investigation as to medical supervision in teacher-
training institutions, made by Dr. A. O. De Weese, ?physician and
health officer of the State Normal College, Kent, Ohio, would geem

Nib
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to indicate that more of these schools are giving attention to the
physical fitness .iif persons admitted for trainitg: Ability to manage

pupils with ease has more to do with the health of the teacher than
any other condition and it would seem of the utmost importance that
pupils in these schools should be .taken on probation and be given, as

early as possible, such experience in act,ual teaching as will make it
evident to them an0 to others whether the mental wear and tear
entailed will warrant further training for such work.

The wide variation in the granting of sick leave was shown in an

article in ScHooL LIFE for October, 1927. The subject is, of course,
closely connected with the selection of teachers for training and the
health supervision of teacL2rs employed. As a group, teachers show

comparatively little absence on account of illness, yet by better
selection and supervision this absenteeism can be further rediced.

}laving made its selection and provided for health supervision, the4

school should be liberal in its allowance for absence on account of

illness, for teachers are often at work when they would better be in
bed and they should not be made to lose salary because of unaidable
illness. The granting of leave by' the cumulative method, more

commonly adopted in England, seems to be gaining favor in this
country.

LEGISLATION AND STATE SUPERVISION

In the past biennium, two States, Florida and Arizona, were "-added

to the list of those which have laws making provisions for physical
education in public, schools. There are now 35 States in which
physical education is virtually a required subject. In most of these

States the law applies to teacherAraining institutions. The teaching

of hygiene is usually included,with physical education.
The following States now have a director of health or physical

education or of both in the State departments of education: Alabama,

Calfornia, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Maryland, Massachu-

sats, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Haimpshire, New Jersey,

New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia.
In the following States one or more assistants to the State direc-

tors are employed: California, Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania.
n at least seven of t ese States t e expenditures. for sa artes an

travel expense of such Sta0 officials exceed $10,000. t is manifestly
unfair, however, to make comparisons of expenditures along this line,

as the school population would need to be taken into ccount and also

whether subsidies to local gchools are allowed, as is tfie case in Maine,

.
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Nevada, New York, and Virginia. In Maine, for example, the ex-

penditures for the promotion of physical education amounted in
1927 to $34,500.

In New York State the expenditures are large not only for the
direction of hygiene and physical education and for subsidies, but
also for the supervision of medical' inspection which, in this State,
is taken care of by the department of public instruction. In a very
few States public funds are spent on school health work through
the department of health, as in North Carolina, where, in 19'27,

$60.000 was used in the prttmotion of medical examinations and
treatment. In a few States, such as Alabama, Indiana, and Ken-
tucky, the State department of health is active in improving school
sanitation, but in about half the States of the country the active
promotion of school health work through either State department
is meager or absent. In four States, where the physical education
law includes provision for a State director, tIllere are no funds for
this purpose and no such official has been aiTo,inted.

The physical education service of the Playground and Recreation
Association of America has been very active under the direction of
James Edward Rogers, and much of the legislative action and other
State activities in the past two years leading to better State super-
vision have been in large measure due to his efforts.

Statewise there has been little change in laws or in direction, or
lack of direction, of medical inspection. The chaotic condition in
this field has been described mor4 in detail in " The Status of School
Hygiene in the United States," a paper presented by the author
before the American Public Health Association in 1927, and pub-
lished by that organization.

In one State medical .inspection is directed actively by an officer

of the State department of education; in an adjoining State the
same work is sponsored by the department of health, while in
another neighboring Commonwealth there is supervision by neither
State department. Specifications .as to who may examine for
defects, and what defects are-to be examined for, are just as diverse.

Half of the school children of the 'country have never had a
physical examination of any kind nor will they have .until the
teacher-training schools prepare their students for this work and
until some State department is made responsible for the promotion
and supervision of school medical service.

Unsatisfactory as are many of our legal declarations and much
of Our practice us regards medical inspection, it must be recalled
that there was no legislation on this subject a quarter of a century
ago, and very little was done along this line even in our Largest
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cities until after the beginning of this century. There have already
been some important revisions of the legal enactments On this sub-
ject, one of which in New York concerning the qualifications of
medical inspectàrs has already been mentioned.

While physical education has.had some recognition in this country
for more than a century, few of th'e State 'laws making it an integral
pint of the school program are more than 10 years old. On the
whole there has been rapid progress in public appreciation of school
healLil work and we can go forward with improvement in the details r

of its practice.
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